About the Vesuvius excursion of Thursday 22 June

- We meet at the conference entrance at 8 A.M. with departure at 8.30 and arrive at 9.30
- The excursion to Vesuvius will last about 3 hours, 1 hour to climb to the crater, about an hour to go around the crater and about 1 hour to descend and we will be accompanied by INGV guides.
- We will provide a small packed breakfast, with a bottle of water, additional personal supplies can be useful
- We wear suitable footwear and, especially if the day is sunny, a hat and sunscreen
- Dopo l'escursione ci sarà la visita alla sede storica dell'osservatorio, con un pranzo, due talk e la visita lal muso
departure from Vesuvius scheduled at 16 with arrival at 17 at the workshop venue

we may place a stop at the airport and/or train station if there are requests

If interested, please send an email today to:

info-muographers2023@na.infn.it

specifying if interested in the plane or station

(luggage can be taken by bus in the morning)